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Abstract—We propose metal-semiconductor-metal cavity ar-
rays as the active element of electrically tunable metasurfaces
operating in the terahertz spectrum. Their function is based
on reverse biasing the Schottky junction formed between top
metal strips and the n-type semiconductor buried beneath. A
gate bias between the strips and a back metal reflector controls
the electron depletion layer thickness thus tuning the Drude
permittivity of the cavity array. Using a rigorous multiphysics
framework which combines Maxwell equations for terahertz
waves and the drift-diffusion model for describing the carrier
behavior in the semiconductor, we find a theoretically infinite
extinction ratio, insertion loss of around 10% and picosecond
intrinsic switching times at 1 THz, for a structure designed
to enter the critical coupling regime once the depletion layer
reaches the bottom metal contact. We also show that the proposed
modulation concept can be used for devices operating at the
higher end of the terahertz spectrum, discussing the limitations
on their performance.

Index Terms—Terahertz metasurfaces, tunable metamaterials.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T ERAHERTZ science has been steadily attracting a grow-
ing interest over the past decades. Lying above the upper

limit of frequencies attainable in electronic devices and yet
below frequencies at which light can be efficiently generated
and detected, the current terahertz technology is faced with
many challenges [1]. Among them, the development of fast
electro-optic modulators for free-space terahertz signals, ex-
hibiting low insertion loss and high modulation depth, has
been gaining in importance over the past years considering
the rapidly growing demands of wireless communications [2].

Following initial successful demonstrations of electro-optic
modulation in terahertz [3], [4], the culprit of the very low
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modulation efficiency has been identified as the incompatibil-
ity of submillimeter wavelengths with much smaller features
of the underlying electronic system [5]. A substantial increase
in modulation efficiency has since been provided by various
metallic structures [6], [7] whose resonant response translates
into a stronger light-matter interaction helping bridge the two
scales. Devices combining semiconductors (mainly gallium
arsenide, GaAs) with metasurfaces have been of particular
interest [8] as they offer high-speed modulation, a perspective
of on-chip integration using established semiconductor tech-
nologies [9] and are fully compatible with quantum cascade
lasers [1], the most promising source of terahertz radiation.
Other material systems, such as liquid crystals [10]–[12] and
graphene [13]–[15] more recently, have also been considered
in depth, each presenting its own set of comparative advan-
tages.

After the first prototype was introduced [6], a number of
semiconductor-based terahertz metasurface modulators have
been considered [7], [16]–[20] with widely ranging perfor-
mance parameters. Perhaps the most convincing demonstration
so far has been the double-channel heterostructure modulator
[18] achieving modulation speed above 1 GHz and a modula-
tion depth of 85%. Leaving important technical details aside,
the above devices all derive their operation principle from the
original work [6]. It involves a cut metal wire taking various
shapes (e.g. a split-ring resonator or a dipole antenna) placed
on top of a semiconductor, in which modulation occurs as
a result of tuning the semiconductor conductivity beneath the
gap, since a high conductivity effectively short-circuits the two
parts.

Here we consider an alternative device concept whose main
characteristic is that the tunable resonant element is buried into
the semiconductor akin to the one recently used in electrically
tunable infrared polaritonic metasurfaces [21]. It comprises
a metal-semiconductor-metal cavity of deeply subwavelength
thickness known for providing a substantial light-matter in-
teraction enhancement [22]. Such cavities have recently been
employed in electrical control of intersubband polaritons
[23], terahertz [24], [25] and infrared quantum detectors [26]
and vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting quantum cascade
lasers [27], [28]. In contrast to the listed examples which all
rely on AlGaAs quantum heterostructures, the active region in
our case is simply a single n-doped epitaxial layer of GaAs
forming a Schottky contact at the interface with the top metal
layer, allowing for tuning the n-GaAs permittivity by applying
a gate voltage.
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II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND DEVICE GEOMETRY

The basic element of the device is a metal-semiconductor-
metal cavity array depicted in Fig. 1(a). A Schottky junction
is formed between the top electrode (gate) and the epitaxial
semiconductor layer while the contact to the bottom elec-
trode (ground) is ohmic. The gold and GaAs combination
of materials is considered because its optical properties in
metal-semiconductor-metal cavities [29] as well as the relevant
Schottky [30], [31] and ohmic contact [32] characteristics are
well documented, however a range of other materials may
suffice as well. At zero bias, the electron concentrationne
in each cavity (gray shading) is considered equal to the fully
ionized donor concentrationNd (small spheres). If the doping
is very high, so that the plasma oscillation frequencyωp

is above the incoming field frequency, the Drude response
will be fast enough to screen the external fields out of the
cavities and the device will act as a mirror. Upon applying
a sufficiently large reverse voltage, the depletion layer of the
Schottky junction extends over the entire cavity which now
supports a photonic mode with eigenfrequencyω0 = 2πf0
and is characterized by a radiative decay rateγrad and a non-
radiative decay rateγ0, the latter being the sum of the rate of
photon absorption in the metalγm and semiconductorγs. If the
geometrical parameters of the cavity are chosen appropriately
[11], the critical coupling condition

γrad = γ0, (1)

may be reached, ensuring the total absorption of an externally
incident terahertz beam. Therefore, by switchingVg, a large
reflectance modulation may be achieved in a band of frequen-
cies aroundf0, as depicted in Fig. 1(b).

In fact, the analysis below shows that efficient modulation
does not strictly require a sub-plasma frequency operation
(ωp/ω0 > 1), as long as the free carriers are able to blueshift
ω0 enough. Formally, one may analyze the eigenfrequency
ω0(Vg) and decay ratesγm(Vg), γs(Vg), γrad(Vg) as functions
of Vg. However, since the quantitative connection between
such a dependence and the modulation efficiency is not
straightforward, here a direct approach is adopted whereby the
decay rates are analyzed only for fully depleted cavities after
which the modulation efficiency is evaluated without further
reference to them.

For convenience, here the simplest implementation of the
described concept is considered, as depicted in realistic scale
in Fig. 1(c). The device represents a periodic array of long
rectangular strips of widthw and pitch p, connected to a
common potentialVg at the far end. It is operative for one po-
larization (across the strips) only, but polarization-insensitive
variants [11] can be straightforwardly devised by replacing
the strips with symmetrical patches (e.g. circular or square-
shaped). Invoking the temporal coupled-mode theory (TCMT)
formalism [33], [34], the complex reflection coefficient of
metal-semiconductor-metal cavity arrays with fundamental op-
tical modes in the terahertz range [22] can, to an excellent
approximation, be written as [35]

r(ω) =
ω − ω0 + i(γ0 − γrad)

ω − ω0 + i(γ0 + γrad)
. (2)

Fig. 1. (a) Operation principle, (b) typical bias-dependentreflectance spectra,
(c) a section of the device shown in real scale (in the actual device, the strips
are repeated periodically). The epitaxial GaAs layer is selectively n-doped
beneath the strips.

We use the TCMT formalism in conjunction with rigorous
numerical simulations (see Appendix A), whereby the three
parametersω0, γ0 andγrad are extracted by fitting Eq. (2) to
the numerically calculatedr(ω). While useful in providing a
simple way of parametrizing the optical response of the device,
the real advantage of the TCMT formalism stems from the fact
that γ0 and γrad are physically meaningful quantities which
can be related to the cavity geometry and eigenmode field
distribution, thus facilitating the design of cavities with desired
r(ω).

The process of identifying a geometry which yields a
critically coupled optical mode at a desired frequencyf0 can
be illustrated on the example off0 = 1THz. According to
Fig. 1(c), it involves deciding on values of three geometrical
parameters,w, p and ts. Here the gold strip thicknesstm is
set to0.3µm instead of being considered as a free parameter
because its exact value is insignificant, as long as it is much
smaller than the wavelength but large enough to ensure optical
opacity. The cavity widthw is determined from the targetf0
because the fundamental optical mode is a transverse-magnetic
standing wave [22] whose eigenfrequency is only weakly
affected by changingts and p (see Figs. 2(a,b) below). A
slight lateral spill of the standing wave fields beyond the strip
edges implies that the half-wavelength in the semiconductor
λ0,GaAs/2 is slightly larger thanw. AssumingnGaAs = 3.3
at 1 THz, yieldsλ0,GaAs/2 ≈ 45.45µm, starting from which
we easily findw = 40µm to yield f0 ≈ 1THz.

To establish the role of GaAs thickness, in Fig. 2(a) we fix
p = 50µm and plot the TCMT parameters as a function ofts.
Since the cavity is assumed to be fully depleted, the absorption
rate in the semiconductor layerγs will be negligible while
γ0 becomes equal to the metal absorption rateγm plotted in
Fig. 2(a). The numerically calculated values ofγm andγrad,
represented by circles and squares respectively, are seen to fit
very well to a t−1

s and ts curve (solid lines). The origin of
the observed scaling ofγm and γrad has been examined in
Appendix C of [11] for the mathematically analogous case
of circular patch cavities filled with a liquid crystal. This
scaling follows from a straightforward consideration of how
the modal fields are redistributed when the cavity height is
changed, with the only subtlety being the eigenmode field
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normalization. Here we limit the discussion to noting that the
observed trend is what one would expect: compressing the
eigenmode into a thinner cavity causes the fields to penetrate
more into the cladding on top and bottom, implying higher
absorption in the metal and, therefore, the increase ofγm
with decreasingts. On the other hand, the radiation loss of
a cavity must be proportional to the fraction of its surface not
covered by metal and since the latter is proportional tots, we
infer thatγrad should decrease asts is decreased. In Fig. 2(a),
adjustingts alone is found to be sufficient for achieving critical
coupling, seen as the crossing ofγm andγrad curves in Fig.
2(a). In fact, since two curves proportional to∼ t−1

s and∼ ts
always have an intersection, we infer that adjustingts alone
will be sufficient to fulfill Eq. (1) for any reasonable cavity.
Meanwhile, the dashed line depictingf0/15 shows thatf0
undergoes only a small relative variation over the considered
ts interval, meaning that oncets is fixed,w may be readjusted
to setf0 exactly to the desired value.

The effect of changing the pitch is considered in Fig.
2(b) where ts is set to a representative value of 2.8µm.
For p below 50µm, the strips spacing becomes too small,
leading to the hybridization of adjacent cavity modes and
their delocalization [29]. At the higher end,p is limited
by the requirement that only the zeroth diffraction order is
propagative. The calculatedγm datapoints (circles) fit very
well to the constant line. This follows from the fact that once
adjacent cavities become sufficiently separated, the field of
their eigenmodes becomes identical to the field of an isolated
cavity. Sinceγm is determined by field penetration into the
metal, it cannot depend onp. On the other hand,γrad is seen
to decrease rapidly withp, which might appear surprising
because it implies that the power emitted by each cavity is
affected byp. This, however, is a natural consequence of the
fact that the cavities represent an array of mutually coherent
emitters. In Appendix A we give a short proof thatγrad ∼ p−1

approximately. This is confirmed in Fig. 2(b), with the∼ p−1

fit (full line) matching the numerical data very well over the
entire considered range ofp. In this case, the dashed line
representingf0/40 shows thatf0 is virtually independent of
p. Sinceγm remains invariant, there will be cases in which
changingp alone is not be sufficient to reach critical coupling.
For example, cavities with higher aspect ratios (ts/w) will
be highly overcoupledγm ≪ γrad, so even atp ≈ λ0, γrad
might still be substantially larger thanγm. The reverse problem
occurs with very small aspect ratios (highly undercoupled
cavities), as in that case even forp ≈ w, γrad might still
be well belowγm.

Now, consider a cavity with eigenfrequencyω0 in which
Eq. (1) is fulfilled for givents and p. If we decreasep, in
order to retain critical coupling, we also have to decreasets.
Since p does not affect it,γm is modified only becausets
was decreased, meaning that we end up with a cavity having
both γm and γrad larger than in the initial cavity. Therefore,
decreasingp increases the bandwidth∆f = (γm+γrad)/π of
the device. A shorterp is also important as it allows smaller
values for ts, translating into lower operation voltage and
higher speed. For these reasons, in what follows we set the
pitch top = 1.25w, (a value close to the onset of cavity mode

critical
coupling

critical
coupling

a b

downscaling
& adjusting

c

const

Pitch

Fig. 2. TCMT parameters as a function of (a) semiconductor layerthick-
ness, (b) pitch. (c) Geometrical parameters yielding critical coupling at full
depletion (pis fixed at1.25w).

hybridization) and adjustts until critical coupling is reached.
The above procedure may be repeated for an arbitrary

frequencyf0. However, in order to findw and ts that ensure
critical coupling over the entire terahertz spectrum, it is more
straightforward to employ geometrical scaling. Downscaling
all geometrical parameters of a cavity array by a factor,
upscales the TCMT parameters approximately by the same
factor. However, small deviations from linear scaling due to
material dispersion result in a cavity that does not meet the
critical coupling condition exactly [35], meaning thatts will
have to be slightly adjusted to restore it. Figure 2(c) shows
the values ofw and ts that yield critically coupled cavities,
for resonant frequencies ranging from 0.3 THz up to 7 THz,
beyond which GaAs cannot be used for this purpose, due to
its optical phonons and onset of the restrahlen band [29].
The plotted quantities are actually normalized to the free-
space wavelengthλ0, demonstrating the mentioned deviation
from the linear scaling law. For the same reason, the Q factor
Q = ω0/2(γm + γrad) = ω0/4γrad is seen to decrease slowly
going towards higher frequencies.

III. D OPING CONCENTRATION AND PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

A nonzero concentrationne(r) of free electrons in the cavity
introduces a Drude term to the optical permittivityεopt of
GaAs. The total permittivity becomes inhomogeneous and is
given by [36], [37]

εs(r, ω) = εopt

(

1−
ω2
p(r)

ω(ω + iγc)

)

, (3)

where the plasma frequencyωp and intraband electron colli-
sion rateγc read

ωp(r) =

√

ne(r)q2

εoptε0m∗

c

, γc =
q

µnm∗

c

, (4)
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Fig. 3. Schottky junction under reverse bias showing the depletion layer
reach-through effect. The profiles are drawn along the symmetry axis of a
cavity with p = 52.72µm, w = 42.18µm, ts = 2.13µm, tm = 0.3µm
and Nd = 1.2 × 1016 cm−3, designed to operate at 1 THz. (a) Electron
concentration (solid line - rigorous model, dashed - FDA) parametrized by
−Vg, (b) corresponding electric field profiles, (c) depletion layer width with
dashed lines indicating the transition width, defined as location wherene

reaches the0.1Nd and0.9Nd marks.

while the realistic doping-dependent conduction band electron
mobility µn is evaluated following [38]. At zero gate bias,
ne ≈ Nd in the entire cavity, except in a thin depletion layer
beneath the gate. It is thus clear that the higherNd is, the
greater the voltage-induced change of permittivity will be,
resulting in more effective modulation. The upper limit onNd

is set by the requirement that the cavity can be fully depleted
before the avalanche breakdown of the Schottky junction.

To estimate the highest possible value ofNd, we consider
the characteristic Schottky junction behavior under reverse
bias illustrated in Fig. 3(a), wherene(r) is plotted along the
vertical axis going through the center of the cavity, with−Vg
as a parameter. The profiles drawn by solid lines are obtained
using a rigorous solid-state physics framework based on a
majority-carrier solution scheme (for details see Appendix B).
For comparison, the step-likene profiles of the full depletion
approximation (FDA) [39] are indicated by dashed lines. Apart
from being abrupt, the FDA curves are a rather good match to
the rigorous ones. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3(c) where the
depletion layer widthydep, defined as the distance from the
junction at whichne reaches0.5Nd, is drawn against−Vg for
both the rigorous (circular datapoints) and FDA model (solid
line), the latter being given by

ydep =

√

2εstatε0(ψbi − Vg)

qNd
, (5)

where ψbi = 0.9V is the Schottky barrier height of the
n-GaAs/Au interface,q the elementary charge andεstat =
12.9 the electrostatic dielectric permittivity of GaAs. With
increasing reverse voltage, the depletion layer expands until
it reaches the ground gold layer. In itself, the reach-through
phenomenon is not associated with critical behavior [40], as
a further increase of−Vg merely causes a charge buildup on
the gold side of the contact. To simplify the evaluation of
the breakdown voltage, we employ the commonly-used critical
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Fig. 4. Proof of concept simulation for the 1 THz device (for details, see
Appendix A and B). (a) Electron concentration, (b) high-frequency electric
field distribution resulting from illumination at 1 THz, (c) real and (d)
imaginary part of permittivity at 1 THz. For better contrast, the range used in
colormaps of panels (b)-(d) is saturated by cutting out the high electric field
values at strip corners in (b), and gold permittivity values in (c) and (d). (e)
Reflectance spectra parametrized by−Vg, (f) transient response of the total
charge in cavity to a5 ps reverse bias pulse. (All the colormaps used in this
article have been kindly provided by Peter Kovesi, see [41].)

field approximation [40], whereby the avalanche breakdown is
assumed to occur once the electric field passes a critical value
Ecrit. The latter is dependent on the doping concentration, but
for simplicity we takeEcrit = 4×107 V/m as a representative
value [30] for the range ofNd considered in this work.

Neglecting the effect of strip edges, the only nonzero
component of the static electric field isEy and it reaches
its highest value at the Schottky junction. According to FDA,
−Emax = qNdydep/εstatε0, from which we find the highest
doping forEmax = Ecrit whenydep = ts

Nd,max =
εstatε0Ecrit

qts
. (6)

This value, however, is arrived at neglecting the tail of the
actualne profile. To see this, note that in the Fig. 3 example,
FDA predicts−Vg = 37.48V as the reach-through voltage,
while the actualne profiles in Fig. 3 show that even at
−Vg = 40V, there is still a non-negligible concentration of
electrons in the cavity. To reduce the remanentne at the
ground contact, the cavity should be biased slightly above the
reach-through voltage and to achieve this without avalanche
breakdown, a slightly lower doping concentration is used,
Nd = 0.9 × Nd,max. The cavity shown in Fig. 3 has
ts = 2.13µm, giving Nd,max = 1.34 × 1016 cm−3, so the
actual value used isNd = 1.2× 1016 cm−3. The numerically
calculated electric field profilesEy(y) are shown in Fig. 3(b).
On this scale, the latter virtually overlap with the field profiles
predicted by FDA. From these, we find that the breakdown
occurs around−Vg ≈ 46V .

As a proof of concept, in Fig. 4 we analyze the switching of
a device designed to operate at 1 THz. The first four panels,
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(a)-(d), depictne(r), the normalized terahertz field magnitude
|E(r)|/E0 excited by an incoming linearly polarized plane
wave with field amplitudeE0 falling perpendicularly onto
the strip array, as well as the realεr(r) and imaginary
εi(r) parts of εs(r) given by Eq. (3). For conciseness in
illustrating the switching effect of the gate voltage, we exploit
the mirror symmetry of the problem. Noting that the calculated
distributions exhibit this symmetry, in Figs. 4(a)-(d) we use
the left half of the unit cell to plot the quantities calculated
at Vg = 0V while those corresponding toVg = −46V are
shown in the right half.

The depleted cavity (Vg = −46V) is seen to be virtually
free of electrons, except at the bottom contact (note the loga-
rithmic scale of the colormap). Consequently,εs is very close
to εopt practically everywhere, thus justifying the assumptions
made in designing the cavities in previous section. At the
microscopic scale, the efficiency of the device is demonstrated
by the huge difference in the electromagnetic field intensity
evident from Fig. 4(b), where the field is seen to hardly
penetrate the cavity atVg = 0V, while at Vg = −46V the
field enhancement in the cavity is around 10.

Figure 4(e) shows the calculated reflectance spectra
R(ω) = |r(ω)|2 parametrized by−Vg. At f0 we have
R(ω0; 0V) ≈ 90% andR(ω0;−46V) ≈ 0%. Introducing the
reflectance modulation (RM), and insertion loss (IL) as

RM = R(ω0; 0V)−R(ω0;Vg,min),

IL = 1−R(ω0; 0V), (7)

with Vg,min denoting the avalanche breakdown voltage, we
find RM and IL to be approximately 90% and 10%, respec-
tively, which is excellent for solid-state terahertz modulators
[5]. SinceR(ω0;Vg,min) ≈ 0% by design, the proposed mod-
ulator will have a very high (theoretically infinite) extinction
ratio which will in practice be limited by device fabrica-
tion tolerance. Previously considered Schottky junction based
modulators [6], [7] used similar doping concentrations and,
consequently, similar gate-induced permittivity changes. The
origin of the increased modulation efficiency of the proposed
device is the almost complete overlap of the resonant terahertz
fields with the region in whichεs is modified, which is known
to be proportional to the change in resonant frequency and
decay rates [42]. Finally, we note that the fact that the 40
V and 46 V reflectance curves almost overlap, indicates that
the critical coupling effect is rather robust to the presence of
the remanent electron concentration at the bottom electrode.
It further implies that meeting theγ0 ≈ γrad condition
reasonably well should not be particularly difficult in practice,
especially considering that various post-processing steps might
also help [34].

Switching times in the subnanosecond range are among
the key advantages of solid-state terahertz modulators over
those based on liquid crystals, phase change or thermal tuning
[8] where the switching time is in the millisecond range
at best [11]. In recently demonstrated semiconductor-based
terahertz modulators [16], [21] with∼ 10MHz operating
frequencies, the speed has been found to be limited not by
the inherent response time of the device but by the driving
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Fig. 5. Device parameters for operation across the terahertz spectrum, to be
combined with geometrical parameters in Fig. 2(c). (a) Doping and normalized
Drude parameters, (b) gate voltage required for full cavity depletion and
reflectance modulation. (c) Characteristic reflectance spectra for devices
operating across the terahertz spectrum (solid line - biased, dashed line -
no bias). The vertical gray arrows indicate the reflectance modulation.

circuit. More recently, however, modulation above 1 GHz has
been demonstrated [18]. Therefore, with driving circuits being
perfected, the inherent switching time of terahertz modulators
might become the limiting factor.

An important aspect of the proposed device is its very high
intrinsic speed, as a consequence of the ultrathin active region.
This is demonstrated by numerical simulations of the cavity
chargeQ(t) (per unit length along the strip axis) transient
upon applying a rectangular pulse of reverse bias shown in
Fig. 4(f). The−Vg(t) pulse duration is set to 5 ps, with 0.5
ps 10%-90% rise and fall times. The corresponding rise time
of Q(t) is well below 1 ps, while the fall time is somewhat
longer and calculated to be around 1 ps.

Such a short intrinsic response time originates from the
very small distancets between the contacts, which is well
below λ0/100 as shown in Fig. 2(c). Here, as well as in
[21], it is achieved by using a deeply-subwavelength cavity,
while in [16], [18] the small distance between the electrodes
is achieved at the expense of device complexity. Devices with
laterally arranged contacts are likely to have a much longer
intrinsic response time, increasing with the distance between
the electrodes, as demonstrated in [43].

Having seen that the proposed device performs very well
at f0 = 1THz, we now examine how changingf0 affects the
modulator performance. The above procedure for determining
the appropriate donor concentration in conjuction with cavity
parameters shown in Fig. 2(c) can be repeated to obtain the
Nd values shown in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding inverse gate
voltages required for full depletion are shown in panel (b),
while the reflectance spectra for eight modulators withf0
ranging over the terahertz spectrum are depicted in (c). In the
latter, solid lines depictR(ω) in fully depleted state and the
dashed lines the zero bias state. Note that the horizontal axis
in Fig. 5(c) is shown in logarithmic scale, in order to better
resolve all the depicted spectra. The thick vertical gray arrows
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indicate RM for each of the depicted modulators.
Extracting RM for spectra at variousf0, we obtain the curve

in Fig. 5(b) showing the gradual decline of RM from more
than 95% at 0.3 THz to around 46% at 7 THz. The reason
for such behavior can be understood by noting that, because
the electrostatic field at the junction must be less thanEcrit,
the surface densityσ of the total charge in the cavity remains
invariant with respect tof0 and equalsNdts. This implies that
as ts is decreased,Nd andωp increase, but so thatωp scales
(roughly) as∼ f

1/2
0 . Meanwhile, the modulation efficiency is

determined by the change of permittivity in the cavity which
can be effected by bias, which is equal to the Drude term
contribution and proportional toωp/ω0. The latter is drawn
in Fig. 5(a) and, as expected, found to scale (roughly) as∼

f
−1/2
0 .
Another feature arising at highf0 is the change of the char-

acter of the cavity tuning. At 1 THz, the Drude contribution to
εs has comparable real and imaginary parts, which is apparent
in Fig. 4(c) and (d) and a consequence of the ratioγc/ω0 being
close to unity. Plotting this ratio in Fig. 5(a), we find that it
also decreases at higherf0, meaning that the voltage-induced
change of permittivity becomes mainly real. The imaginary
part ofεs implies absorption in the semiconductor, introducing
the semiconductor absorption termγs to the nonradiative decay
rate. In terms of the reflectance spectra, this means that the
cavity designed to be critically coupled at full depletion, is
driven further away from this condition at zero bias and has a
significant amount of reflection at resonance (slightly shifted
though). Such a behavior is nicely seen in the Fig. 4(e) plot. As
f0 approaches 7 THz, this changes significantly, asγs at zero
bias remains rather small so the reflectance at cavity resonance
remains close to zero, as seen in thef0 = 6THz modulator
example in Fig. 5(c).

IV. SUMMARY

This article proposes a terahertz electro-optic modulator
comprising an array of metal-semiconductor-metal cavities
of deeply subwavelength thickness. The modulator operates
by depleting the carriers from the doped semiconductor
layer buried beneath a Schottky junction. Combining the
extremely high terahertz field confinement with a reversely-
biased Schottky junction in the reach-through regime, allows
for a modulation performance that is predicted to match or
even surpass existing devices. The proof of concept analysis
presented for the modulator operating at 1 THz, based on
a rigorous multiphysics framework incorporating Maxwell
equations for terahertz waves and the drift-diffusion model
describing carriers in the cavity, predicts an insertion loss
around 10%, reflectance modulation of 90% and a theoretically
infinite extinction ratio associated with cavities designed to
work in the critically coupled regime. The performance is
found to decrease in modulators designed to operate in the
higher end of the terahertz spectrum, reaching insertion loss
of 54% and reflectance modulation falling to 46% at 7 THz.
This decline has been shown to be an inherent characteristic
of the Drude response in which the plasma frequency scales as
the square root of carrier concentration. In addition to forging

strong light-matter interaction, the ultrathin cavity has been
shown to allow for ultrafast intrinsic response times, which
have been shown to be in the picosecond range.

APPENDIX A
L IGHT SCATTERING ANALYSIS

To obtain r(ω), the Maxwell equations are solved in fre-
quency domain using the scattered field formulation with the
background fieldEb(r) being the sum of the incoming and
the plane wave reflected from the opaque back metal electrode
(normal incidence is assumed), and the scattered fieldEs(r)
being induced by the presence of the inhomogeneously doped
semiconductor and the array of metal strips. The problem is
represented by a two-dimensional model with a rectangular
simulation domain, where the side boundaries are related
with periodic conditions onEs(r), while the air superstrate
above the structure is represented by a few-wavelength-thick
domain terminated by a perfectly matched layer. The solution
at both the top and bottom boundaries is set by the zero-field
(Dirichlet) boundary condition.r(ω) is obtained fromEs(r)
as the complex coefficient of the zeroth diffraction order (the
only propagating one in all considered cases).

The gold permittivityεm(ω) was assumed to have the Drude
form

εm(ω) = 1−
ω2
p,Au

ω(ω + iγc,Au)
, (8)

with the gold plasmaωp = 1.37 × 1016 rad/s and collision
frequencyγc,Au = 4.05× 1013 rad/s taken from [44].

The reasoning in the article relies on the concept of a
leaky eigenmode whose interaction with the environment is
quantified by its radiativeγrad and non-radiativeγ0 decay
rates. These may be introduced in an intuitive manner by
assuming that both the dissipative effects (absorption in metal
and semiconductor) and the coupling between the eigenmode
and environment are weak enough to be treated perturbatively.
In that case, the eigenmode energyU exhibits an exponen-
tial temporal decay with a decay rate equal toγrad + γ0,
whereby the total loss powerPloss = Prad + P0 is broken
down into the radiationPrad and absorptionP0 terms so
that γrad = Prad/2U and γ0 = P0/2U . A deeper analysis
employing TCMT [45] reveals a general connection between
the decay rates of a weakly coupled resonant system and its
scattering matrix [46] which, in case of a single-port system
with one eigenmode, implies Eq. (2). For sufficiently high
quality factors, the TCMT parameters are directly related to
the complex eigenfrequencỹω = ω0 + iωI of the associated
cavity quasi-normal mode [47], withωI = γ0+γrad. As TCMT
itself is not the focus of this work, the reader is referred to
[35] and [11] for further details on the formalism in the current
context.

To explain the dependence ofγrad on p, let us assume
that the cavity array eigenmode is excited and allowed to
decay both radiatively and via absorption, and letH(x) =
H(x, y0) denote the magnetic field phasor (only thez-
component is nonzero) along a horizontal liney = y0
chosen at an arbitrary height above the cavity array. Assuming
the spacing between the cavities is large enough, the total
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field H(x) may be represented as a sum of fields emitted
by individual cavities,H(x) =

∑

∞

n=−∞
Huc(x− np), where

Huc(x) = Huc(x, y0) is the magnetic field profile of an
eigenmode of a single cavity centered atx = 0. SinceH(x)
is periodic in x, it can be expanded into a Fourier series
H(x) =

∑

∞

m=−∞
H(m) exp(im∆k) where∆k = 2π/p and

m is the diffraction order. The dependence ofH(m) on p
is seen after introducing the Fourier transform of the single-
cavity field byhuc(k) =

∫

∞

−∞
Huc(x) exp(−ikx)dx and not-

ing thatH(m) = huc(m∆k)/p, while huc(m∆k) is obviously
independent onp. In the considered spectral range, only the
zeroth diffraction order is propagative so the radiated power
flux through a unit cell equalsPuc,rad = z0p|H

(0)|2/2 =
z0|huc(0)|

2/2p, with z0 denoting the free-space impedance.
Finally, denoting byUuc the energy contained in one cavity,
and byN the total number of cavities in the array (formally
N → ∞) we have

γrad =
Prad

2U
=
NPuc,rad

2NUuc
=
z0|huc(0)|

2

4Uuc
p−1, (9)

thus proving the∼ p−1 scaling stated in the article.

APPENDIX B
SOLID-STATE ANALYSIS

The gate bias effect on the carrier distribution is described
using a rigorous solid-state physics framework based on a
majority-carrier solution scheme, consisting in the conserva-
tion law for charge (Poisson equation) and the time-dependent
current continuity equations [48], [49]. The current density
is expressed by the drift-diffusion expressions, while the
simplified Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution is used for
the carrier concentration, allowed by the moderate doping level
of the n-GaAs cavity. The Schottky contact is described as
a source/sink for carriers, treated as a surface recombina-
tion mechanism [50]. The Schottky barrier height of the n-
GaAs/Au interface is considered0.9 V, while the effective
Richardson’s constant for the n-doped GaAs is set equal to
4.4 Acm−2K−2 [39]. The lateral intrinsic GaAs sections are
interfaced to the central n-GaAs (under the strips) using quasi-
Fermi level continuity boundary conditions. The resulting
system of partial differential equations is set to additionally
satisfy insulating conditions at the external metamaterial unit-
cell boundaries and the thermodynamic equilibrium at the back
contact, considered ideal ohmic. It is highlighted that, even
though both contacts can be indiscriminately represented as Au
layers from an electromagnetic standpoint, suitable Au-based
alloys should be used in practice to ensure ohmic conditions
at the back contact [32], having, though, marginal effect on
the electromagnetic analysis.

The GaAs semiconductor parameters are listed in Table I,
while the carrier mobility is calculated using [38]. The Au
workfunction is set equal to5.1 eV.
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